
Bombshell! McMaster Authorized Susan Rice to
‘Unmask’ Trump’s Team. The President Has
Another Mole in His Camp.
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Circa News reports that, after it was disclosed that former President Obama’s National
Security Adviser Susan Rice was unmasking members of President Trump’s team, Trump’s
present National Security Adviser HR McMaster gave her unfettered access to classified
information and waived her “need-to-know” requirement on anything she wanted to see. 
Trump was unaware of McMaster’s authorization.  McMaster now says Rice did nothing wrong
in making numerous ‘unmasking’ requests. [It looks like Trump needs better advice on
selecting key people. Who is recommending these moles to him – and why does he accept
them? Is it because of campaign promises he must keep? Could someone like Kissinger have
a hand in this?] –GEG
BOOM! LEAKED DOCUMENT Reveals McMaster GRANTED Susan Rice “Unfettered Access
to Classified Information”

Sara Carter of Circa News reported National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster granted top
Obama official Susan Rice top-secret security clearance. The letter, in which McMaster
notified Rice that such powers were granted to her, can be seen below.

Circa News reports:
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Almost one month after it was disclosed that former President Obama’s National Security
Adviser Susan Rice was unmasking members of President Trump’s team and other Americans,
Trump’s own national security adviser, H.R. McMaster, sent an official letter giving her
unfettered and continuing access to classified information and waiving her “need-to-know”
requirement on anything she viewed or received during her tenure, Circa has confirmed.

The undated and unclassified letter from McMaster was sent in the mail to Rice’s home
during the last week of April. Trump was not aware of the letter or McMaster’s decision,
according to two Senior West Wing officials and an intelligence official, who spoke to
Circa on condition that they not be named.

This is the letter from McMaster to Rice. Names, phone numbers and personal addresses
have been blurred.

“I hereby waive the requirement that you must have a ‘need-to-know’ to access any
classified information contained in items you ‘originated, reviewed, signed or received
while serving,’ as National Security Adviser,” the letter said. The letter also states that
the “NSC will continue to work with you to ensure the appropriate security clearance
documentation remains on file to allow you access to classified information.”

Circa revealed in March that during President Obama’s tenure, top aides — including Rice,
former CIA Director John Brennan and former Attorney General Loretta Lynch — routinely
reviewed intelligence reports received from the National Security Agency’s incidental
intercepts of Americans abroad. They were doing so by taking advantage of rules Obama
relaxedstarting in 2011 to help the government better fight terrorism, espionage by foreign
enemies and hacking threats, according to documents obtained by Circa.

Read full article here…
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